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Scale model testing which requires simulation of the prototype plume
shape generally employs a "cold flow" test approach in obtaining the scale
model plume. Air is most commonly used since air supply systems are
,., readily available at most test facilities.	 However air does not exhibit the
desired flow properties under all test conditions which then in such cases
necessitates the use of other simulant gases. Freon 14 (CF 4) has been
found to exhibit expansion properties similar to those of the Space Shuttle
E main engines and thus is a candidate for use as a simulant gas in Space
Shuttle scale model test programs.
Ll Previous investigators (Refs. 1 and 2) have found these gases not to
behave as an ideal gas (constant ratio of specific heats, etc.) nor obey the
k
perfect gas law when expanded supersonically.	 Consequently, analytical
studies which treat the supersonic expansion of these gases should include 	 -
the effects of the non - standard equation of state as well as the variation of
specific heat ratio with pressure and temperature.
Following the work of Refs. 1 and 2 FORTRAN computer codes have
been developed to calculate the thermodynamic properties of these gases
for isentropic expansions from given plenum. conditions. Thermodynamic
properties for air are calculated with equations derived from the Beattie-
_ Bridgeman nonstandard equation of state (Ref. l). Thermodynamic properties
for Freon 14 are calculated with equations derived from the Redlich-Quang
nonstandard equation of state (Ref. 2).
It Utility of the programs for use in analytical prediction of model rocket 	 i
nozzle flow fields was enhanced by arranging card or tape output of; the data
in a format compatible with a method - of characteristics (MOC, Ref. 3) com-
puter program. The nonstandard equation of state programs thus enhance





DISCUSSION OF THE NONSTANDARD EQUATION
OF STATE PROGRAM FOR AIR
I The nonstandard egi.;ation of state program for air consists of seven
subroutines which perform the necessary calculations to expand air isen-'^
Ej tropically from given plenum conditions to a given pressure. 	 Plenum tem-
perature and pressure are input to establish an isentrope along which the
iiy expansion will be made. 	 Along this isentrope the program iterates for tem-
perature at points located at pressure increments of DELP. 	 At each point
thermodynamic properties are calculated with equations derived from the
Beattie-Bridgeman equation of state (Ref. 1). The thermodynamic data is
^	 +r g	
_ ,	
parranged into a format compatible with the method-of-characteristics (MOC) µ	 .
computer code (Ref. 3) and may be output on cards or a FORTRAN tape unit.
.I
--
The input instructions and description of the input FORTRAN symbolsP	 P	 P	 Y	 s `s
F.`	 ri are covered in the program input section. 	 Interpretation of the output is
`
f	 l
discussed in the program output section.-
2.1
	
PROGRAM I NPUT a
4 This subsection contains a detailed description of the program input:
if
as follows:
i • -Detailed input guide











2.1.1	 Detailed Guide for Input Data
Card No. 1
Format .1615 (right adjuste',i)
Column Parameter Identification
1-5 IWRITE 'No0	 intermediate printout
I Intermediate printout
6-10 ITAB Number of entropy cuts
11-15 IUNIT 0 No output for MOC program
7 Punched output for MOC program




1-10 PREF Reference pressure corresponding to
reference entropy and enthalpy, psia
11-20 TREF Reference temperature corresponding
to reference entropy and enthalpy, 0 r
21-30 SREF Reference entropy, Btu/lbm-OR,
31-40 HREF Reference enthalpy, Btu/Ibm
41-50 EMMAX Maximum Mach number to be considered
Card No.. 3
Format 5D 10. 6, 4A6. I 11
1-10 PTU Plenum pressure, psia
11-20 TTl 0Plenum temperature,
	 F
21-30 DELP Pressure increment at which - calcula-
tions are made, psia
3





Card No. 3 (	 ont'd)
Column Parameter	 Identification
31-40 PMINN	 Minimum expansion pressure, psia
41-50 PS	 Plenum pressure for calculation of
second table, psia
51-74 HEADER	 Gas identification for MOC input E
75 ISTOP	 1 Discontinue calculations with
` immediate case i	 r'
0 Continue calculations with
new plenum conditions l





tj IWRITE This flag controls the output of intermediate	 N/A
calculations during the iterative cycle fora
^ convergent solution. 	 If IWRITE=O, there is
no intermediate printout, 	 If IWRITE=1 inter-
mediate printout will be generated.
ITAB This flag determines the number of entropy 	 N/A
cuts calculated by the program. 	 If ITAB=1
there will be one entropy out.	 If ITAB=2{ there will be two entropy cuts. 	 If the thermo- i
chemistry data is to be used in a flow field
containing shocks, ITAB should be set equal
to 2.
IUNIT The method of output of the program's thermc=	 N/A
chemistry data is controlled by this flag.	 If
IUNIT=O, there is no output generated for the
MOC program. If IUNIT=7, the output will be
punched on cards in a format appropriate for
input to the MOC.	 If IUNIT=N (N/0, 7), the
` output will be written on FORTRAN tape unit N.
PREF This variable is the pressure at which the 	 psis
reference entropy and enthalpy are evaluated.
TREF This variable is the temperature at which the	 °F
reference entropy and enthalpy are evaluated.
SREF A'reference entropy for change of ontropy 	 Btu/lbm-°R
calculations.	 It has a value defined for air







HREF A reference enthalpy for change of enthalpy Btu/Ibm
cal,I-ulations.	 It has a value defined for air
at 4 pressure of PREF and a temperature
of TREF
EMMAX The maximum Mach number which will be N/A
considered in the calculations of the isen-
tropic expansion from the given plenum
conditions.
PTU The plenum pressure from which air will be psia
isentropically expanded.
TTI The plenum temperature from which air will of
be isentropically expanded.
.._,^
DELP The pressure increment for succeeding calcu- psia
lations from plenum conditions.
PMIN The minimum static pressure which will be psia
considered in the calculations of the isen.-
tropic expansion from the given plenum
conditions.
PS Plenum pressure for calculation of a second psia
table of thermodynamic data.
^.
HEADER Identifies the set of computed gas properties N/A
when thermochemistry data is punched on
cards or written on a tape for subsequent
input to the MOC program.	 The MOC pro-
gram comgares column for column, this
header and the gas identification data input
to the MOC while searching a tape file for
the proper set of thermochemistry data.
ISTOP This flag is a run control parameter. 	 If N/A
ISTOP = 1, the program discontinues cal-
culations with the immediate set of plemum
conditions.	 If ISTOP = 0, the program cal-
culates another isentropic expansion with the
next set of plenum conditions input via card
No. 3.	 ISTOP allows for calculation of isen-
tropic expansions from numerous plenum
conditions with one computer run.
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2.2 PROGRAM OUTPUT
0	 This subsection contains a description of the output scheme utilized by
u
the program and a description of the error messages printed out by the pro-
gram.
2.2.1	 Description of Program Data Output t
t'
1 ,. The data output of the nonstandard equation of state program for air is
organized into three horizontal lines for each pressure increment at which
calculations are made.	 Data output includes plenum conditions, local fluid (':
and thermodynamic properties and local Mach number and temperature
assuming air to behave as an ideal gas.
The following guide consists of numbered flags on a sample printout




2	 R	 Gas constant for air, ft -lbm/oR -lb -mole
3	 GAMA	 Ratio of specific heats for air
4	 T	 Static temperature, °R
5	 P	 Static pressure, psiaf
6	 A/A^	 One-dimensional expansion ratio
/
H	 Enthalpy, lbm
8	 v	 velocity, ft/sec
9	 PGM	 Mach number assuming perfect gas
10	 PGT	 Temperature assuming perfect gas, OR
11	 PC-	 Plenum (total) pressure, psis
I
12	 TC	 Plenum (total) temperature, 	R'°
'*c^rac^s;+c^ap.
	 .M.s-a^at:^...^r.«•^ .mar	 3--
	
^^	
-	 y	 - ^.a.._.... ,...,.,
	 ,.	 ,..	 .	 -
++
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13 ENTROPY Entropy, Btu/lbm- R
14 HC Plenum enthalpy, Btu/lbm-'R
"i^ ^. 6 15 RHO Density, lbm/ft3p
r 16 SS Local speed of sound, ft/sec
x^
w 17 RHO*U Mass flow per unit area, Ibm/sec-ft2
2.2.2	 Description of Program Error Message Output
' 1. DUE TO PROGRAM LIMITATIONS, THE PROGRAM IS
ASSUMING MINIMUM PE=
This statement occurs when the program is
unable to solve for temperature at a pressure
'. increment.	 The previous pressure is assumed
.. to be the minimum expansion pressure.
Fa ;..^ 2. NO CONVERGENCE AFTER 100 TRIES
This statement occurs when the program is
unable to converge on a solution at a given
pressure after 100 iterations. 	 The quantity
;jr! generated by iteration 100 is accepted as the'
6
solution and the run continued. 	
_
3. ITSUB WILL NOT CONVERGE
_.,. This o tatement originates in subroutine ITSUB
which provides iteration control for any function.
The statement indicates that the program is
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' 7 Section 3
11 DISCUSSION OF' THE NONSTANDARD EQUATION}! OF STATE PROGRAM FOR FREON
The nonstandard equation of state grogram for Freon 14 ( CF4 ) consists
Iofnine subroutines which perform the necessary calculations to expand Freon
}k isentropically from given plenum conditions to a given pressure. 	 Plenum tem-
perature and pressure are input to establish an isentrope along which the ex-
pansion will be made.	 Along this isentrope the program iterates for pressure
at points located at temperature increments of DELTT.	 At each point thermo-
dynamic properties are calculated with equations derived from the Redlich-
Quang equation of state (Ref. 2).	 The thermodynamic data is arranged into a^^
{
"	 t format compatible with the mothod-of - characteristics (MOC) computer code
(Ref. 3) and may be output on cards or a FORTRAN tape unit.
f^ The input instructions and description of the input FORTRAN symbols_ t
are covered in the program input section.
	
Interpretation of the output is




This subsection contains a-detailed description of the program input
as follows;
• Detailed input guide, and









3.1.1	 Detailed Guide for Input Datat
Card No. 1
Format 1615 (right adjusted)
Column Parameter Identification
E 1-5 ITAB Number of entropy cuts
i
6-10 IUNIT 0 No output for MOC program
7 Punched output for MOC program
.* N FORTRAN unit for tape output for MOC
program
f ^sr Card No. 2
Format 5E15.8
t 1-15 A2 Constant for nonstandard equation of state
16-30 A3 Constant for nonstandard equation of state
31-45- A4 Constant for nonstandard equation of state
46-60 A5- Constant for nonstandard equation of state-
4 E.' 61-75 A6 ` Constant for nonstandard equation of state
Card No.3
Format 5E 15.8
1-15 B2 Constant for nonstandard equation of state
` 16-30 B 3 on of stateConstant for nonstandard equation_
fl 31-45 B4 Constant for nonstandard equation of state -
46-50 B5 Constant for nonstandard equation of state












Column Parameter Identification a_
r
1-15 2 Constant for nonstandard equation of state
16-30 `^3 Constant for nonstandard equation of state
a
31-45 C5 Constant for nonstandard equation of state
Card No. 5
Format 5E 15.8
1-15 BUT Constant in nonstandard equation of state
a t t 16-30 AK Constant in nonstandard equation of state
31-45 ALPHA Constant in nonstandard equation of state
r Card No. 6
'r
1 Format 5E 15.8 a
` 1-15- AL4 - Constant used in calculation of specific(_.1 heat at zero pressure
r, 16-30 BL4 Constant used in calculation of 'specific
heat at zero pressure
31-45 CL4 Constant used in calcination of specific
heat at zero pressure
46-60 DL4 Constant used in calculation of specific








J Column Parameter Identification
1-15 R Gas constant for Freon 14 (CF 4 )
.' 16-30 AJ Constant used in the nonstandard equation
of state
3
Card No. 8 P
`" C fI 1-10 TREE Reference temperature corresponding to
reference entropy and enthalpy, °F
11-20 PREF Reference pressure corresponding to
reference entropy and enthalpy, ps is
p 21 -30 VREF Reference specific volume corresponding	 ?
to reference entropy and enthalpy, ft3/lbm
31-40 SREF -Reference entropy, Btu/lbm-'Ry
41-50 HR.EF Reference enthalpy, Btu/lbm	 )
51-60 EMMAX Maximum Mach number to be considered
^_. Card No. 9
1 1-10 TO Plenum temperature, °F
11-20 PO Plenum pressure, psis'
21-30 DELTT Temperature increment at which calcula-
tions ar e made,	 F
31-40 TMIN Minimum expansion temperature, of
41-50 PS Plenum pressure for calculation of second
table, psis
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1 ITAB This flag determines the number of entropy N/A
cuts calculated by the program. 	 If ITAB=1
there will be one entropy cut. 	 If ITAB=2
there will be two entropy cuts.
	
If the thermo-
chemistry data is to be used in a flow field
s
r
containing shocks, ITAB should be set equal
4" # to 2.
- IUNIT The method of output of the program's thermo- N/A
chemistry data is controlled by this flag.	 If 3
- IUNIT=O, there is no output generated for the
Y MOM program. If IUNIT=7, the output will be
_
punched on cards in a format appropriate for t
input to the MOC,	 If IUNIT=N (N=0, 7) the out-
put will be written on FORTRAN tape unit N.
A2 Constant used in the calculation of the non- N/A
,- standard equation of state. A2 = -2.16259 for_
1 - Freon 14 (CF 4 F in Eq. (Al) of Ref. 4.
-' A3 Constant used in the calculation of the non- N/A
standa. d equation of state.	 A3 = 4,404057E-03
for Freon 14 (CF 4) in Eq. (Al) of Ref. 4. i
A4 Constant used in th'3 calculation of the non- N/A u
standard equation of state. 	 A4 = 1.92) 072E -04
for Fr ecr 14 (C F4 ) in Eq. (A1) of Ref. 4.
A5 Constant used in the calculation of the non- N/A
f standard equation of state. 	 A5 = -4.481049E-06
for Freon 14 (CF 4 ) in Eq. (Al) of Ref. 4.
Ab Constant used in the calculation of the non- N/A
standard equation of state. A6 = 5,8388E--07 for
Fr eon 14C F(	 4 ) in Eq, (Al) of Ref. 4.
B2 Constant used in the calculation of the non- N/A
standard equation of state. B2 = 2.135114E-03 4¢
n
for Freon 14 (CF 4) in Eq. (Al) of Ref. 4.




for Freon 14 (CF ) in Eq (Al) of Ref, 4.
B4 Constant usedin the calculation of the non- N/A
standard equation of state. 	 B4 = -3.918263E-07




0	 Symbol	 Description	 Units
ji
^ID f
B5 Constant used in the calculation of the non- N/A
f
standard equation of state.	 B5 = 9.062318E-09
for Freon 14 (CF 4).in Eq. (Al) of Ref. 4,
B6 Constant used in' the calculation of the non- N/A
standard equation of state. 	 136 - -9.263923E• 04 s
for Freon 14 (CF4) in Eq. (Al) of Ref. 4.
Constant	 in the	 of the non-used	 calculation N/A fC2
standard equation of state.	 C2 = -18.94113.
for Freon 14 (CF4 ) in Eq. (Al) of Ref. 4.
in	 the N/AC3 Constant used	 the calculation of	 non-
standard equation of state. 	 C3 = 0.539776
for Freon 14 (CF4) in Eq. (Al) of Ref. 4.
C5 Constant used in the calculation of the non= N/A K
standard equation of state. 	 C5 = -4.836678E-05
for Freon 14 (CF 4 ) in Eq. (Al) of Ref. 4.
rj BLIT This constant is'ua'ed in the nonstandard N/A
equation of state. 	 BLIT = 0.0015 for Freon
14 (CF4).
't. AK This constant is used in the nonstandard N/A




ALPHA This constant is used in the nonstandard N/A
s,
,equation of state. 	 ALPHA = 6.61199 for
`
Freon 14 (C F4).
AL4 Constant used in the calculation of specific N/A
heat at zero pressure. AL4 = 0.0190458084
for Freon 14 (CF 4) in Eq. (A4) of Ref. 4.
BL4 Constant used in the calculation of specific N/A
heat at zero pressure.	 BL4 = 3.00892783E-04 a
*`Y for Freon 14 (CF 4) in Eq. (A4) of Ref. 4,
CL4 Constant used in the calculation of specific N/A
heat at zero pressure, CL4 = -1.30237441E••07
I,J for Freon 14 (CF4) in Eq. (A4) of Ref. 4.
DL4 Constant used in the calculation of specific N/A
heat at zero pressure.	 DL4 = 1.96802894E-11
for Freon 14 (CF4) in Eq. (A.4) of Ref. 4,
R Gas constant used in the nonstandard ft-lbm











AJ	 This variable is used in calculations of the 	 N/A
nonstandard equation of state. AJ = 0.185053
for Freon 14 (CF 4 ) in Eq. (Al) of Ref. 4.
TREF	 This variable is'the temperature at which the	 °F
reference entropy and -enthalpy are evaluated.
PREF	 This variable is the pressure at which the 	 psia
reference entropy and enthalpy are evaluated.
VREF	 This variable is the specific volume at which 	 ft3/lbm
the reference entropy and enthalpy are
evaluated.
SREF	 This variable is a reference entropy for	 Btu/lbm-oR
change of entropy calculations. It has a
value defined for Freon 14 at a temperature
I
of TREF, a pressure of PREF, and a specific
volume of VREF,
HREF	 This variable is a reference enthalpy for 	 Btu/lbm
change of enthalpy calculations. It has a
value defined for Freon 14 at a temperature
of TREF, a pressure of PREF, and a specific
"	 volume of VREF.
EMMAX	 The maximum Mach number which will be 	 N/A
considered in the calculations of the isen-
tropic expansion from the given plenum
conditions.
3.2 PROGRAM OUTPUT
This subsection contains a description of the output scheme utilized
#	 by the program and a description of the error messages printed out by the
pr ogram.
 Description3.2.1 	 of Program Data Output	 1
The data output of the nonstandard equation of state program for Freon
bis organized into two horizontal lines for each temperature increment at which
calculations are made. Data output includes plenum conditions and local fluid
and' thermodynamic properties, a
15	 5
i
The following guide consists of numbered flags on a sample printout
sheet (pp. 18 ) which correspond to numbered comments listed below.
' 1 PO Plenum pressure, psia
I 2 TO Plenum temperature, 0 
3 VO Specific volume for plenum conditions,
ft3/lbm
4 CVO Specific heat at constant volume for
plenum conditions
5 CPO Specific heat at constant pressure for
plenum conditions
r 6 GAMMA Ratio of specific heats for plenum
conditions
rt ? ENTROPY Entropy for plenum conditions, Btu/ lbm-oR
t	 " 8 ENTHALPY Enthalpy for plenum conditions, Btu/lbm-oR
9 SPEED OF SOUND Local speed of sound for plenum
conditions, ft/sec
r
10 TEMPERATURE Static temperature, 0 
11 VOLUME Specific volume,_ ft3/lbm
12 PRESSURE Static pressure, psia
13 CSUBV Specific heat at constant volume-
` 14 CSUBP Specific heat at constant pressure
15 GAMMA Ratio of specific heats
16 RHO Density, lbm/ft3
17 ENTHALPY - Enthalpy, Btu/ 1bm
l
f 18 ENTROPY Entropy, Btu/lbm- o. R
19 SOUND SPEED Local speed of sound, _ft/sec




21	 MACH NO.	 Mach number
22	 COMP FACTOR	 Compressibility factor
^t
23	 RHO*U	 Mass flow per unit area, lbm/ft2-sec
t 3.2.2	 Description of Program Error Message Output
1. ITSUB WILL NOT CONVERGE
This statement originates in subroutine IT5UB which
provides iteration control for any function.
	
The
statement indicates that the program is unable to
-
_
converge on a solution.
2. NO CONVERGENCE
This statement originates in subroutine STATE or
subroutine SOLVE. 	 In subroutine SOLVE the state-
ment indicates that the program will not converge
-' on a solution for the local temperature. 	 In sub-
routine STATE the statement indicates that the
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: i r,^.S ITSUO•,TSuU
rSU 11A - CZ/19/7 4 -13:31:24 (C,)
wbROUTINE ItSUO	 ENTRY P OINT OC3211




•z; (j nPrl3 04F kHz s








y 0001 CCCC26 IOL Cool	 000164	 1001.	 cool	 000167	 IIOL 0001	 000177 120L	 U001	 000041	 30LN
C^ 0001 0T-^_62 35L CC^1	 '!00071	 501.	 0000	 00^007	 SOIF 0000	 .0000.1 S02F	 0001	 000113	 SSL 
0)o01 000122 7 ^L Cool	 ^00136	 75L	 Cool	 000142	 e0L cool	 000153 90L	 LOOD D	 000000 FOFX
v, 0oU0 D ':I 'CC^ 2 FOFXCK ^3^0	 ^11021	 INJ P S	 ^o0C	 I	 CC^006	 NI OOCo D 00000 4 X
1 3101 11 SU'3ROUTINE	 ITSUO	 (FOFY,Y,SAVE,CONV,NTIMES,ITIME)
COI ►11 21 C THIS	 SubNOUTINE	 PROVIDES	 ITERATION	 CONTROL	 FOR	 ANY FUNCTION ITS00200
1:1n1 30 C SAVE(4 -7).STORAGE
	
LOCATIONS	 FOR	 X	 AND	 FOFX ITSCO3n0
1 ?J101 49 C (CUNV)-CONVERGENCE	 CRITERIA ITSO0400
J "a111 51 C INTIMES)-MAX	 NUMBER	 OF	 ITERATIONS ITSO0500
.o'3 60 DGUBLEPRECISIONFOFY,Y, SAVE •CCNV,FUFX,FOFXCK.X
n^i^ 14 7+ 01MENSI014SAVE181 ITS00600
C91 ^S B• FOFACK-5AVE(9 ITS00800
^r.; -y 90 C FUFY





A R GUMENTS ITS00900
^'1^ ♦ 1^• FUFX-FOFY ITSOIDOO
rn I07 11• X-Y ITSOI100
—In? 120 C CHECK	 FOR CONVERGENCE ITS01200
^^110 1^9 IF(AHS	 IFUFX)-CONV.LE.O.DC)GOTD)IC
:10 1,41 C I11ME	 CONTROLS	 THE	 TYPE	 CALCULATION	 TO	 BE	 PERFOP.MED ITSO1500 r"
:'1113 IS• C ITIME n 1•FIRST	 TIME	 THROUGH ITS01600
^0110 16. C ITIME.2,POS	 FIRST	 TIME	 THROUGH ITSO1700
? P ilo 170 C ITIMF•3,NEG	 FIRST	 TIME	 THROUGH ITSOIBOO
'
`lln fee C ITIML-4.SCLUTI014	 IS	 BRACKETED ITSO1900 ►^+
' • /1') 190 C ITIME-5,SOLUTION	 HAS	 CONVE R GED ITSC2000 r^
^x10 2^1 C ITIME06,SOLUTION	 *ILL	 NOT	 CONVERGE ITS02100
^C112 21- GOTO(10,30950,70),ITIME ITS02200
C71it 22• C INITIALIZE I1SO2300 ^y
^^113 13• In 141 . 1 ITS02400
^^!1 4 2-4• I7IMf-2 ITS02500
IIS 210 FUFXCK-FOFX ITS026UO
:116 26• SAVE(R)•FOFXCK 17502700 W
—1t17 27• IFIF0FA.LT•P.DCIGUTOSO 10
^^.t71 2/ • 30 IF IF' I F 0.I T.7.07)GUTn70 O
') 2Y• 1	 r.r/FUF$1	 1Li35 11SO3000 Q^
^t75 )C• S^VE(21--I90C9SAVE(21 `0
?116 3 ► • X•A-1.UO•SAVE(2)
^^12 7 32• (BUTG9C ITS03300
^)1i1• 330 35 SAVE141 4 A ITS03400
:111 340 SAYE15)wFOFx 1150350G
^^132 3S• A-A-SAVE121 IT503600
.137 36• C OF	 ONE	 VARIABLE ITS03700
^"131 370 C (FUPX)-FUNCTION	 *MICH	 IS	 DRIVEN	 TO	 ZERO IT503800
132 )F1. C (Al-VARIABLE	 WHICH	 IS	 ITERATIVELY
	
SOLVED	 FOR ITSC3900
^.112 390 ► ISAVEI -PRO(mRAM	 CONTROL IT504000
C) ^^112 4C• C SAVE(2)-X	 INCRFMENT 17SO4200
pd^^112 41• C SAVE.(3) n COUNTER	 DENOTING	 NTH	 ITERATION ITSO4300
►b X13 47. Gu1190 1rSDr400








46, SAVF121 •- I.D"•SAVE(2)
Chi y -''1,2 47 • X.A.2.00•SAVE(2)
^] 143 4R• G0109r, ITSOS000
144 49. SS SAVE(61&x ITS0S100
145 S• SAVEI7)oFOFX IT5052C0
^6 SI• x.A•SAVE(2) IT505300
t47 51• GOTOV^ 1ISOS400
^_I S O 53• 7U ITIME n 4 ITSOS500
1 1S1 544 IF(FOFx.LT.0.00)GUTO75
r ^I 9.3 SS• 5AVE141aX IT505SOO
IS r Sh• SAV(LIS)afoFx ITSC5900
: x.b S7• GJTOA^ IT506nOC
t C:li6 SA• 75 $AVE(61 a X ITSD6100
00 ^ -31 x. 7 590 SAVE(7)aFOFX IISC6200
l,7 6^• C PICK	 NE*	 GUESS	 FOR	 X	 ACCORDING	 TO	 TYPE	 CALCULATION IT506300
"	 I60 61• 8C X•SAvE141-SAVE(5)•((SAVE(6)-SAVE(411/(SAVE17)-SAVE(5))) IT506400
t6l 62• 9: IFINI.GE.NTIMESIGOTOinr ITS06500
•0 630 NI.NI•I ITSC6600
;54 t.;• GOT0120 ITS06800
:•65 4S• IC: ITIME n 6 1TS06900
r:lF6 660 (,UTol20 ITS07000
r^157 67• 111) 1TIM r n 13 1T507100
7 0 6P• SAVE(4)ox IIS07200
r -11 694 SAVEISIGFOFX IT507300
••-• 1'2 /C• SA^F (61 • X ITS07400
;Ill 71• SA^E(7)eFOFX ITS07SOO
r	 74 72• t20 CONTINUE
00175 730 571 FUkMAT11X,515)
o"176 740 SC2 FUkMAT(IX,4D12.5p/iX46D1195)
00;77 IS• 7.x ITSO7700
Uaino 76• NL TURN ITS07800
004 1)1 770 END ITS07900














F I TEN N AL	 R E F FRENCES IBLUCK,	 NAME)
ov r-ou n ^03 NERN2S
S
^ OOC y NcNN3f
S T O N AGE ASSI.NMENT (BLOCK,	 TYPE•	 R EL AT IVE	 LOCATI ON ,	 HAMFI
r+	 0091 000026 IOL 7001	 OCO164	 IDOL	 0901	 200167	 11OL 0001	 000177 120L
^i^	 ^^Ul j!)7^62 3SL ^001	 ?^0071	 SOL	 C^01	 000113	 55L 00^l	 000122 70L
0^01 07^1~2 SOL CQUI	 0^01`-3	 9OL	 GOOT) U	 OC^OOP FOFX 0000 U 000002 FOFXCK
OnCO
	 1 '00006 NI 1?000 0 C^C31 4	x
^CI^1 !• SUBROUTINE	 ITSUR	 (FOFY,Y,SAVE,CONV,NTIMES,ITIME)
0010) 20 C THIS	 SUBROUTINE	 P ROVIDES	 I T E R ATI O N	 CONT R OL	 FOR	 ANY FUNCTION JTS00200
Y`OI^1 30 C SAVEI4-7)-STORAGE	 LOCATIONS	 FOR	 X	 AND	 FOFX ITS00300
nntnf r. C iC0 ►lV)-CONVERGENCL	 CRITERIA 17500400
^:101 S• C INTIMESI-MAX	 NUMBER	 OF	 ITERATIONS 1TS00500
.D C01C3 60 DUUBLEPRECISIONFOFY,Y,SAVE.CONV,FOFX,FOFXCK,X
n^In q 7- DIMENSIONSAVEIBI ITS00600
f01t`5 A• FOFXCK-SAVE(P) ITSO0800
C!'1 ^5 9- C FUFY	 AND	 Y	 ARE	 DUMMY	 INPUT	 A R GUMENTS 11500900
^-1106 10• FUFX-FOFY IT501000
O0IC 7 11• X.1I 1TS01100
:^:j1^7 12• C CHECK	 FOR CONVERGENCE ITS01200
CCII0 1;- IF(ANS	 (FOFX)-CONV.LE.O.)GOTOI ► 0 ITSo1300
F!0110 140 C !TIME	 CUNTROLS	 THE	 TYPE	 CALCULATIUN	 TO	 BE	 PERFORMED IT501500
0011 ►► IS• C ITIME-I.FIRST	 TIME	 THROUGH ITS01600
07110 16• C ltlME-2,POS	 FIRST	 TIME	 THROUGH 11501700
'1:110 17• C ITIME-3,NEG	 FI R ST	 TIME	 THROUGH. I'T501a00
(1 0110 IP• C (TIME-4,50LUTION	 IS	 BRACKE T ED iTS01900
C^_110 19• C ITIME•S,SOLUTION	 HAS	 CONVE R GED ITS02(300
:110 2^• C ITIML-e,SOLUTION	 *ILL
	
NUT	 CONVERGE ITS02100
^^1^2 21• GOT0110930.5'. 701,1 TIME ITS02200
A n 112 220 C INITIALIZE ITS02300
09111 239 IC NI - I ITS02400
r'11 » 24• IT1ME-2 ITS02SOO
I IS 2`.- FOf xCK-F UFX 1 1502600
116 260 SAVEIS)-FOFXCK 11502700
11 7 770 It tFOF K •LT. fI.IGOTO50 ITS02800
-'Ill lNe 30 If IFOFA.LT-O-IGOT070 ITSO2900
' ^173 2Y• IF IF OF 1(K-4E9FOFX)GOT035 I T503nOO


















bad	 C= c r=
	 L=J1 err r r r^
.FU*.S ITS'^r.,ITSUB
» ^G I I A • 02/Itif11 4 -13:31:25 10,1
SUPKOUIINE ITSUP	 E1+TRY POINT 000211
STORAGE USLU: COUE111 000230: DATA(D) 000C211 BLA N K COMMON12) 000000
n^176 31- X n A-1.•SAVE171 ITS03200
" , 17 7 320 GrA09r. ITS03300
^^130 330 3S SAVE( 4 ) n X 17503400
^^131 34• SAVF(S) n FUFX ITS03500
131 3S• X•A- SAVE(2) IT503600
r^111 3e• C OF	 UNE	 VARIARLE 17S!137UO
!7117 370 C (FUFXI-FUNCTION	 W HICH	 15	 DRI V EN	 TO	 ZERO ITS131B00
^!{12 380 C (X)-VANIABLE	 *MICH	 IS	 ITERA T IVELY	 SOLVED	 FOR I T S 0 3 9 0 0
; N 11 2 390 C (SAVE)-PROGRAM	 CONTROL IT504n00
r!n112 4^• C SAVE121wX	 INCREMENT 1T504200
F^112 416 C SAVL(31 n COUNTER	 DENOTING	 NTH	 ITERATION ITSO4300O
"t 13 420 GUT090 ITSO4430
O 1 14 430 50 111 M E n 1 1 TS^45Of)
w ^'Ifs 44• I ► lFOFA..,T.O.IkOTJ70 IT5C4600
L ^.;{)7 41,• IFIFOFACK.LE•FOFXIGOTOSS IT504700
Rj
^.D
^C141 46• SAVE121 n -1••SAVE(2) ITS-4800
rnlvj 47• X n A•2.•SAVE(21 IT504900
^;,1411 486 6OT090 IT50S000
1 4 4 490 SS 5AVE(61 n A ITS0b100
+5 S"• SAVE17) n FOFX ITSOS200
z';1.6 51 n X n A•SAVE(2) !T505300
nn147 52• G0T09c 1TS0S400
velso 53• 70 ITIME n 4 IT505500
17 1! I 46 j 54 n IFIFOFX•LT.O.)(xOT07S ITSOS700
a — . 40 55• SAVE14) n X ITSOSB00
56• SAVEIS) n FOFX 17505900
0215S 57• GO 108n, IT506gC0
C01 S6 5n• 75 SAVE(6) n X IT506100
rnIS7 590 SAVE(7) n FOFX ITS06200
^1 157 60• C NICK	 NE*	 GUESS	 FOR	 X	 ACCORDING	 TO	 TYPE	 CALC U LA T I ON IT506300
r ,3167 61• 80 X n SAVE(4) -SAVE(Sl•((SAVE(61-SAVE(411/ISAVE(7)-SAVLI511i ITS06400
^{61 620 9n IFINI.GE•NTIMESIGOTO100 1TS06500
0?163 61 n NI n NI#1 IT506600
Q7164 64• GOT0120 IT536/{00
7 93165 e5• ICO ITI M E 0 6 ITS06900
1 1!I0 , 6 66• GUT0120 ITS^7000 t+
0016 7 67• IIC ITIME n S ITS07100
#'1 17C 6H• SAVE141 n X 17507100 
771 7 1 694 SAVE(5) n FOFX ITS07100 n
^ , 172 7C• SAVU(6)OX IT507400 I
rn171 710 SAVEI71 nFOFX 17507500
'roC0174 72• 120 CUNTINUE
no17S 73• T n X ITSLI7700
OU176 74• RETURN ITSO7800
C^.17 7 7S• END ITS07900y^y--
r^




945,. 11A -72^I ti i7+-1J;31:1n 10.1
vifixoUi1NE ITEkAT	 ENTRY POINT 000101




8 G EXTERNAL	 MEFEMENCES (BLOCK S	NAME)
OOON IT 5U0






ASt)IGNMENT (BLOCK,	 TYPE,	 RELATIVE
	
LOCATION,	 NAME)
Coo 0)0013 1 C 0001	 OC^071	 15L	 0001	 000055	 20L	 0000 O''j0027	 25F 0003	 D	 000012	 •
7003 U	 C'jOCC 6	AO 0103 D	 ^0^01'1 B	 0003	 U
	
000010 BO	 0103	 D 0000' 6	C 0000 D	 00002 4	CONV




1NJPS	 0003	 U 00002 4	OCV 0003 0	 000022	 OGAM
9 9000 U	 C^^^_:O	 PA 00O3 D ^^C20 4 PE
	
0473 U ^0^00n PTI	 0003 D COOC20 R 0000 0	 000002	 SAVE
1rr
0003 0	 1311 CO26	 TF 0003 U OCIO02	 TTI
^ p lrl I• SuBROUTINEITERATIPR9T,Et,E2,E3. RHO ,ITIMEI
(4 0101 3 26 COMMON/INPUT/PTI,TTI.PE ,AO,BO,:.P,C.R,OCIAM.00V.TE
^71^ N 3. UUUBLEPRECISIONPR,T.El,E2,E3,RHC,PA,SAVE.FOF,CONV,R,PTI,TT1,''E,
^nj4y v• •	 AU,HO,A,B.C,OGAM.00V.TE
C? 1^5 DIMEI+SIONSAVE101 f
!•%'1'6 6• RHU •P R/ik•TI
r.-1^) ^. ItlR•I VI
r '	 :0 P• SAVE(2)w.i0q 7
111 CUNV•.OLITCC•?COIDC
^.0112 1 •	 10 PA • kH0 • k • T • (1.00 # RHO 01EI+RHO • IE2•RH0 •E3111
^0113 11• FuF•PR-PA
^011 4 120 CALLITSUHIFOF,RHO,SAVE,CONV,100,IBRI
l'111 5 13• GLi011O,10.1^,10,15,201,ltlR
^!1116 Imo•	 20 *MIT116,251PR,R,T,4HO,FOF
n l^ 125 15+	 2S FUKMAT131130HITSUB 	 RILL	 NOT	 CONVfRGE,P.R,T ,RH0 .FOF•,5012.5)
^176 le• 1TIyE01C^i
d77 170	 IS CONTINUE w
1-0 IF• NETURN ^p
^^^	 11 1°• Ellu F-.
CT
^D




.vOR.S Pt4'.A' PL H(.
• .N 1tA -02/1 1 /7 4 -13:31:30 IC,1
Suii.tOuTl ►If PERGAS	 ENTRY POIvT C33073










STORAGE	 ASSIGNMENT IBLUCR,	 TYPE,	 RELATIVE	 LOCATION,	 NAME)
>L^
0001 000060 ILL 0001.00015 20L	 0003 D 000012 0003 D 00000 6 	AO 0003	 0 00001 4 	B
0003 U	 C^C:17 BO 0003	 0	 OC!!O16	 C	 COOCI U	 00-006 FACTI 0000	 D	 000010 FACTI 0000 0 00001 4	FACTS
0003 U	 OOC:22 GAMA 0[100 D ^0000 4 	GMIOG	 000^ U	 000000 GMIOZ 0000	 0	 000002	 GM102( 0000 000026	 INJPA
0003 U : nCW4 OCV 0003 D ^CCOC 4 	 P	 CO03	 0 00^OC!N PO 0003 0 000020 R OCC3	 D 000026	 T
00O3 U	 CC_^72 TO COOO D	 IC 0012 AMD
N
n0171 j n SUBROUTINE	 PERGASIP-,PT,IERROR,PMIN)
OOIC) 2• DUUBLE	 PRECISION	 PM,PT,P0,70,P,AO.90 ,A.B,e:.R.GAMA,OCV,T,GM(02.
00103 3• IG-1021,GMI0G.FACTI,FACT2,XM.FACT3
nrJ1 ^.4 r. CUIIMON/INPUT/PO,TO,P,A0,809A,B.C,R,GAMA,OCV,T
07 ► CS S• GMIO2	 n (LAMA-1.)/Z.
071^b 60 GM1021	 a	 (./GMIO2
nn i ^^ -• GM10(.	 n 	 IGAMA-1.1/LAMA ►ryy
^1^117 B• 20 CONTINUE r^
00111 9. FACTI	 n 	 ((P0/P)• n GMIOGI-1.
n
02112 ir• FACT?	 n 	 FACT104MIO21
1n^113 II• XM	 n USr4RTIFACTZI x
A011 4 I29 FACT3	 n 	 (1.•GM102 n XM .. 2) ►^
1vI!S 13• T	 n 	 TO•(1./FACT3)
Doi 16 14• IFIT.GT.70.^OO)GO	 TO	 10 0
r'r,120 IS* P	 n 	 P	 •	 V.0^IDO
y
r
,I?1 160 ILKHOR	 •	 1
.122 170 PnIN	 n 	 P
177 is• Gf.	 TO	 ZU b
12 4 190 10 CU14TINUE w
11S 2!• PM	 n 	 Xy
},s PT	 n 	 T
7 ,2• kLTUNN a,
r'C 1 02 230 ENU %D














•I P A Y S SINH.SINH
-SO IIA -02/19/7 4 -13:31:31 10.1
FUNCTION SINN	 ENTRY POINT 000030
STONAGE USED: CODEIII CCOV341 DATAI01 0000211 BLANK COMMON(2) 000000
EXTEQNAL REFERE N CES IB!OCK. NAME)
nn 0!	 DFAP
0004	 NENNjf
STONAGE ASSIGNMENT	 (BLOCK, TYPE, RELATI y E LOCATION. NAME)
0^JO D COOOC] EI	 0000 0 000005 E2	 CO00
	
OCCOII INJPS
i	 0.^101	 1•	 FUNCTION 51NHIA)
00102	 20	 DOUBLE P kECIS10N A,5NHARG,EI,E2
0010 % 	)•	 SNMARG - A
^.105	 ^• El •DEAP(A)
C^I^6	 S•	 E2 n DEAPI-AI
!+ • 1^1	 S•	 SINH . C•SOIEI•E21
^^11^	 7•	 RETURN
Oq)II	 R•	 END
END OF CO M PILATION:	 NO	 DIAGNOSTICS.













0003 D	 00001 4 b
0000 D	 000016 CAPE02
0000 D O0006: CAPG
0000 0	 0300052 CPFAC2
0000 D 0000 4 0 EC
0000 0 000020 El t,,
0000 1	 00013 4 1
0000 1	 000135 J
0004 0	 !,00006 JT CA,h
0003 D	 onO024 OCV ► ^
OuOa 0 000030 RHO





0003 0 000001 AO
0000 0 00001 4 CAPEN2
0000 D 000100 CAPF3
COOS 0 OOOOSO CPFACI
0000 D 0003 6 EB
0000 U e00010 E02NUM
0000 0 000026 GFAC
0004 U 000000 11
0000 D 000072 JPROP
0004 U 000004 KI
0003 0 000020 R




N %L; IIA -02/1 11 /7 4. 13:31:33 10,1
SUBROUTI t+E IC A L	 ENTRY PUINT C(31121
a(
l!t
















O f, IM DEXP
OBIS XPOU
0016 NF k 4 3 i
STORAGE ASSI(.NMENT	 IbLOCK, TYPE, RELATIVE LOC.tTION, NAME)
0^OI 00^^55 1164 OOCI 000213 1335 0000 00014e 131F
7001 Cm^4CI 4 0L Coco 070142 SOF 0000 o0e176 6OF
'j^01 0?1077 S CL 9001 ^01103 9CL 0003 D 000012 A
0103 0	 :• 000ID BO C^03 D^^001 6 C 0005 D OOr000 CAPE
r f^oS D	 erl+^02 CAPE ^000 0 M)V % CAP F I C^t:lj D oo^076 CAPF2
^^00 R	 C^0137 CAP4N2 CCCC 0	 n f)C06C CAPG02 0000 0	 OcTo S 4 CP
rroe u	 LI C^ 1 4 6 Cv 0000 0 9^ ^04 4 CVVIB 00 ^r 0 ^0^1 3 4 EA
Cr00 D C^C^16 EN20EN 0000 D	 ^C^9 1 4 EN2NUM OeOA D	 S`0^OI2 E02DEN
C^00 U C^0122 E2 C^^? 0 ACe02 4 E3 ^00^ 0	 e0 IN12e G
0_nn 1
	 !.1 9C 136 (COUNT r2co C0C310 INJPS 0^^.0 0 OC^0 5 6 IPROP
0^Je u •00 6 4 JFACI n^G: D ^^0066 JFAC2 OQO,1 U 0010 7 0 JFAC3
0004 U C^0^.2 JI 0000 0	 0001'.: KPROP 0004 0	 OOCOIC KT
O^o3 0	 !1137^22 OGAM 0 003 D	 ^^^00-^ °E C^03 0 OC^OOn PTI
MOOD 0 411 0003 a	 0!':026 TE 0003 0 00^002 TTI
0000 U CO^C. 2 XCPG02 0000 0 100/ 4 2 I
^C0 n0 •DIA6r1UST /C • THE	 NAME	 CAPGNI	 A PP EARS	 IN	 A	 DI M ENSI9l4	 OR	 TYPE	 STATEMENT	 BUT	 IS	 NEVER	 REFEII(NCEU. d
'+0101 1• SUBROUTINE	 ICAL(1+ ► NITE.RNOI.GAMNA,ITIME+ W
^nt^) '• UOUHI-E
	
P R ECISIO N -
	
XCPGN2.XCPG02,EN2NUM,EN2DEN,E02NUM,EOZDEN, O
^(^f 3• s	 LAPt.%2,CAPFO2 ^-
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, 1n3 Ate• C0••• CALCULATION	 OF	 jPROP	 FACTOR	 U SING	 CAPG
111 6l• 1000NT	 •	 C
!?I? 6r• 6S CONTINUE
"217 6S• C00• CAPG	 FOR	 AIR	 FROM	 REFERENCE	 EQ.	 714
Y % 213 6e• CAPG+2	 n 	 1-4770.91)0/Tll/(I.C-DEXP16109.7UO/Till
I . 11 % 67• CAP402
	 -	 (-657.29Up/Tl)/(100-DEXP(4092.10Q/T1)1
"!IS •A• CAP(.	 •	 CAPGN?•CAP6U2
^^216 4Y• JFACI	 •	 RMJOIbU-(2.COA0/IROTII)-14.000/T10031
'.l17 7!'• JFAC?	 14NUs62.113.COAOOA/(2.0•ROT11)-S.(108000/(2.0•T10.3)-BOOB)
1:0 71 . JFAC3	 4H0003O12.')•B0OAOC/T1O03)
.:1 72• JPhUP	 •	 I.C•1(U64M-1.1))/OGAMIO(CAIG*JFACI•JFAC2.JFAC3)
O 1 730 (0000 CALCULATION	 OF	 K P ROP FAC T OR-USING	 CAPE	 AND	 CAPF
►Tj 1 7140 C.• CAPE	 FKOM	 KEFEKENCE
	 E..	 7S
.	 `? •5• X(f'GN2	 -	 CAPGN2/' . 7RlfiBUO
O *23 76• A0602 a CAP602/001C9SD0
o
•
•;11 17• EN7NUM	 •	 UEXPIACPG'+2)
^+ !S 16• EN2t•EN
	 •	 1011-I;EAPI-6109.7UO/TI1
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;16 A 0O CAPF	 •UEXPICAPFIOCAPF2-CAPF3)
117 810 KPHOP	 -	 (CAPE/CAPF)O(I.00EAORHO,.EtlORH0002OECORM0.O3)
O 9L;0 lF1lARITE06TORIiR1TE(6.70)RNO.CAP(i.JPROP.CAPE.CI.PF .KPRCP
1 910 SC F0hHAT(IH;.37HIFt	 SUBROUTINE	 I C A L
	
F0F:	 ITERATIO N	N0.	 .13.9HE(I- j l	 •
'- I 920 Im3U2^.1291IH	 . 9H 611-61	 n 	 .6n2 n .12,/IH	 .6m	 6FPC0.020.12.5 H	RM06.020
I 930 2012.704	 GAM M A 6 02C.120H	 1PROP•.n21.12)
l 940 67 ► URMAT4IH^s7H	 CVVI0 n .D20.12 0 2X. g H	 CV•.02p.!2.3X. g M	 CP n .D10.12)
^62 663 o!+O 7C FUMF+ATIIM':.SH
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^"! •• 6 v1)• 11	 •	 1PhuP
^,^lS7 990 j 
	
n JPRUP
l !. 160 10 ►`O K)	 - KPRUP
^ClAI I)1• IFIITIME.Gf.I)
	 GO	 TO	 90 err
^'!63 102• RHO	 n 	 Pfl/IR O TTI) a
40464 1030 r 
	 -	 Tfl
n ' • !AS 1740 FA	 •	 BU4(AO/(ROTI))-C/T10oj
r ^?A6 IUSO En	 •.	 AU-A/IROT11-8008-8000/TIQo3
^21 47 1060 EC	 •	 90 0 IIOC/TI0 0 3 1^
271 10HO GO	 In	 65 n
: •7171 1090 60 CUNTINUI
f	 '.	 13 1 10 0 JT • JPkUP
^^l7 4 111• KT	 • KPROP
^"!7S Ilie 90 CONTINUE
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LISTING OF THE NONSTANDARD EQUATION
OF STATE PROGRAM FOR FREON 14 (CF 4)
(bL0CM,'TtFE, RELATIVE LOCATION, NAME)
OCCO UC50C: 1C I F 0001 000515 115L 00001 0JU613 1306 00[11 000534 131L
CGOU C:5111 14CF uCit0 G"5115 145E Oui,C GJ^11U 14bF u0i:1 000617 151L
CCCI C:C666 169L OOJI 0v0174 19L 0001 000473 19UL 0001 000675 191L
CLCC CC51:1 20IF 00;,3 025,/2 2:2F" Ji+C► 0 0o!,043 2L13F. UOJO OU5110 204F
LCLO C C 5 1 t E 206E ,OC.I 0^;o773 21 Cut. G^,uO 015122 21 S F 0001 000272 2626
CCCO CL477 S. 3:t,F CO;ji CJyIOS 3CIr OL—A 0JIU13 30L UOuI 000710 4OUL
CCCI L::S77 417G G001 UCC61i6 454 V ULCI OOL4S7 SL 0001 C33963 IL 1--4
LCC2 R	 CCLC2 5 A 0042 R 03 01 6 AK GLJ2 R CJGU1 7 ALPHA - UOU2 k 000020 AL4
(CC2 k	 CCCC:G A2 u^JI R OCC,51 1 A3 0002 R G30OU 2 A4 0002 R OOJOU3 A5
CCC 2 It	 CCC. 1 S 6L I T CO.i2 k i,:602 1 40 UJ:i2 R n j:iti05 112 UOi► 2 k OJOOJ6 0 (^
CCC-2 P	 LCCSIC LS 1.0.:2 R G^.?CI I 86 OYI.0 k OU4744 CF 0002 k 000022 CO t
t1.'( F	 LC 47 2: CONVR GJ k ,04760 CM OVi:O k 1),) 47 35 CPO U0G0 k	 UJ47b7 CV
tCL7 h	 0__':'12 C2 C7LI A OUCC1 3 C3 OLL2 k GO:U1 4 CS UCCO R 004726 OELTT
CC CS M	 LLC:.: CS R (fJ;,J At v ► GS 10 F_ ► ; L;..	 -Z; R UC 4 72 3 EMr,AA OOG7 k JUCCOO LTNAL ••
Et CE. F	 LC 47+,1 GA' GJt;;i k 004736 GA M 4 VJb7 R uv1760 6A M 2 OOLO k 004764 uAN
CCCI F	 1: 4 751 GR 00.:v R 0:. 4762 M J..LO k 0•) 47 7 2 ItC OCOO R	 034714 MEAUE R 1-
LCC2 k	 CCCC3 2 HRFF J.OJ 1 43:4731 1 0:.00 1 UJ 41 7 4 Ib lt u0u7 1	 OU 4 761 1OF
CL(-C 1	 0: 47 2 1 ITA0 c 34 1 :3 " 47`2 (!1 N17 u 1 0J 47 o 6 J UOt,O 1	 004763 L
C:CC A C %756 F vC.i: k L'v7?5 Pia ,L _J R JJlI3L• (' UT UOU2 k 640027 PREF L
CL( C Z 1.471,. p 2 (,O.,U k GiArjZU3 SAIL
.D
:"L h	 C.`'7 •.i SL QC .^• y ..^i S 7 •... _.	 .b t ...L:.^^^ 1',61.'0 - 1.2 k	 4VJJ31 '1 If Q
C:CC K	 :C. s7S4 T L. A L•: 477. TA,$ ....J 4 :+: It 1:1111 UC:.J 4 Uu4724 TO c
[Lit ► 	 .'474 7 T 2 k ll` !.t ► _.- .4 7. • 476'• 1 00,;3 k	 00475!. v
01
r
•,/74-21 7t, S (C.)
P	 AM
OStG: Ct,UI(1) CLIC17( GATAIL) CGSISI;: BLANK COMMON(2) DOOC•33
1 • tErll,L "t F L R c ^•CE.S ILL( CI , t:rhE)




1	 1 I.; Ls c1
.I1 ITSUN O
t _ 14 ►.wlU3,
•	 1 ^ hTl , 2i -	 ^ `ly
.Ir r.lt•33 ,n
•	 ..1	 7 NT'..T s	 -.
2 L y (. (, T
_23 1.1v1i
. 2 4 I,a t. US w
t .JS 1.%10115
IF • - e1111111
11...	 .TVkaGt <SSIGI+r E.r.T
ell	 CC4776 I CCF
.,..U1	 CLC5L5 13iL
L_.01	 C(C636 1571.
L ,.t,::	 GO,( C 2 %CLF
L ..^E • 	C•(.S 107 iC!.F




1 i t 	 LLL112 9CL
- 't.: I. CL4746 AP
_( • l r. LI t 00 4 ,,4
.n] h C.LLOC 7 ( 4
LCr?73 COr.V
L•':i•C k CL It 73 4 (y(,
4172 F, CCli.I,23 LL”
..arty h Gt 41 73 F LF
,GC n Ci ` 745 C.A_.M.
(747`+1 nG
:[• 1 L:t 4 / j1 IS
( t• i : f 47 51 ► .
it r •t	 .'.v t ► I%
. n ..-14[.
1	 : 7 • .4	 '( F
Pi
,,CU N	 CC 4 733 vU	 (I CC	 0002	 R	 OUCC30	 VPE F 	..CC	 4	 UJ077 4 	ZEI<
;IUJ ,• CCOI C ►,	 11,A3. A4 	A0.92,y3.b4.b5,56.C2,C},C5
^,.Ir i• CCIYtI	 ILII,AR,ALP.•1.AL4.yL4.CLi.UL4.K.AJ
!c• 3• CG ► ICt.	 1`-EF,F1•CF.VmEF,SREF,HREF
.'14! ^• L'I1lI•=iCrSRIrElE1,Er,tS;,^,).ZEN(5:C).GAMZti^71,TUTI5001.FOT157C1
tC- ICI• L• ELI	 I7•i•77C•2
;IC% 7• hEIL(`-.?(:)IIAF.IUNlT
.II1J 6• 3110	 fChl I	 I I I I I I- I
14 N
7: IL• Ice	 fCIt IF- II.EIS.L)
^i2 4 It• -	 hL/II'.I'CIt2943,---4,OS,aa
LGi33 11• NL.•LI'_.IC.ICZ,C3ICS	 __..._.._r.	 __..._...
I%L I 	 • 1,E	 1 I1.1::ItLIT. A ,t 9 ALPHA	 (^
C..;ih:, i"` I•E.L11 •I:CI. L4.uL4gCL4,UL4	 •►4
.153 l.• hErll`.1'C)N.AJ	 ►•j	 ,C)
Si lI•• 11L[LI',I	 111^-EF.FREF.VREF,SREF,HREF.EHrtAX	 QtZ^.
+67 17• 90	 CUI I I	 11	 C^
:7L 1 t • 9	 h C ► LI_.3:I11G,i',.,ELTT,T Pl lN, P S,HEAJE R 	^+
:!C 19• 1•;I	 F(,I ► AItt.FL`.61	 A,^
CI :c • If	 It .L1..5J(A%3_3	 C:
CS iA• CALL•	 S7ATEIPL,TU9V01
1	 ?,o .4•	 _ CALL	 IL6T5(7(„VO.CVO.CPO.SAMO)
N	 C7 2b• S(,ifsL5f,1TC, VC, 1
'Iv 1G• SS•S(LI.CII (,gVC,GAMO1
1711 270 I'L•1 1 ! F • ET•.ALI TUrV01
'Jt,712 20,0 19	 CGI-I II-UL
^C	 I 2Y• FN 11.1	 2E.
C.721S 3C• SLCC•SuSf.	 --•
.'7tr 31' Fklll	 2C:.PO.10,VO,CVO,CPO,rAM0.505R,HO,55
,.,231 32• FS1 a • 1 L• 144.
C:73?. ?3• CF of 0•VL'/(F9TO)
C723j 34• GASF•154S.2•32.174•CF/8n•at yr•
C .2 V4 35• AF'•C •C ^+
:235 36• LMII)•lh.	 _
17 • ZEI• ( I IwGASR 1
CL2]i 3N• (10•411)•(-A1,.0
C , 74L 3Y• 7GT11)	 T0 •^-
14; 45• FCT(II•PSfA
-':4;- hl• [LC	 fL,II.T11>,3HFC • .LIS•e.'IHFSlA.3X,3HT0 • .E15.9,S H Ur U 	R,3A,
CL 24: 42• 13r ► L•.t15.6.6HFT3/L39 3X, 4HCv0 n .LI5.8,3X,4rtCPU•.LIS.(1,/
C	 ?42 43• 21A,( ► •,. Ar, t• A n . L15•n,3X, tlHENTRJPT•.E15.803X99 PIE NfHAL)T	 LIS•8, y
L 44• 33A915+ SF tE:,	 CF	 SCUNOn.EIS•8)
• ;2 A•3 45• FI• It T	 2 d
'
•	 •... ^. .!;1	 ► ( ► t/1tiF. il`TErFEMti7USe.SX .6r.JLUMt:.bl(. 8 .► PRE:^SJ R E,9Ar O,_.
.,f IL ► •lLtl %	 I'.	 _ - C b.,,.F,13x,bnGAMm A ,/4A,HHE4 T •IAL• PfI,,x,71If.I.fltUP1 (T
• ' _ !/A, 11' SI•! •.	 SFLL..*$A.,I tvL. UC1T 1	 dX,8 0 MAC A	'I,+..bX.I 1.+CU t 'Y	 kALTU:•) %0







C. 2w 1 Sf • u0	 1	 1 n 1 .25C
O :6` 5V• Ta1F-I.ELT7
: • 2A ,. ^C• IFI1-T t: It. 1392	 2
17 61• 2 CALL	 S6LV'EIT.VtTP ► VPfGPjSOSRJ
.;17% wJ• CALL	 hEATSIT.VvCV.CP.GAM)`fv Tt^
:L?7: G.• h•I11*0 1.VJ+NkEF
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Cf n t •V/IF0TI
hklt.l	 lC) tT.V$PgcvtCP.GAMsHpS1SR.5S.UrAM/CF
21 7 71• iC1 FU:1.AIII>.eE15.6./Ix.6E15.8J
.;221 73• CA!I, n 	 IS`S•2.32.17140CF/bE.Ci
.1 2.3 7S• Et (1	 )=At;
i24 761 ZEt(hJa(ASR
	 --	 --
?s 77• LA' ill Ia(.AY
i -!/t, 7i,• TO1 (t lal	 - -	 -	 -
td
r. ^.127 7v• TC1 It	 lal
')l t^C,•	 - he l lh ► ahStA	 _..._	 ..»^	 -	 —	 --
W '!1 !'t' If IAt .(,I•Et.MAxe(.OT03
)ss b7.• 317 FoF, A i l5E I0.594A61
Cf 1 3" 83• U n 1-L
G:3s5 69• 1FIj-11)!,.6.6	 —
C':tiG ds. 6 F'k1I.1	 20
v2 b6• 2C5 Folk)-.I.TI I F- II
='L'? ,13 b7• PR 11.1	 20.1
f ^lbw L• • i3O	 TC	 7
-t3',1 YI• 2C'1 FOl1 A11
v S • 3 CUt:l11.UE
LiJti7 v60 1'/U C01.1 it-LIE
.,166 vY' tAl -1 .
`1wJ Ic'C• It	 I1Tl.Ii1vP•yL.112
_'	 1,... 1^1• t 12 6011 (I IS.I 1S.SC1.15
••	 3ti 7 I i.. I I S 001.1 11.1,E
••• !v 1 • 1F	 ( i ti	 17)11-1^9164.125
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t_.1	 i...-j	 ^.. -•—^. J f^-^^1	 J r^	 f•---^	 `-mss'?	 ^••^- 	 ^....+^	 ^1t	 1	 +^^	 kl .ri	 4 M	 1:1
:.+,,'• IL'• PII117.!'•5)TAr
`!") • •I• 132 S3•:,L1,C•C(t-Vk
;, 4 1= ill• ^•klll17	 114Emt,).'E.R(.,).GAMZ(J),TOT1-J),PJT(J)1.J'l.M)
°:'• i 7 112• _	 140 FOkh/T(v/6,5A,13.7AaI1,4A,1))	 _...	 _
t; v3 113• 145 )Uf-l-AIIEIC•5,7A913)
x ;;'• 31 114' 140 F011 1 0-71 IF 1C•51
® 1 IIS1 (JUILil9
C;r)3 1 16 4 110 C01.111.UL
117 • GUILI1S1.IS1),1S
C: U 35 !lk • IS] v kI7L 1 1L t 1T ) PEAGL R . I O F•I TA 8	 •	 ____.	 ._-
4 , 119• CP17111L.)17)IAb
•:; % %S IiL• 152 SS•SLUC•CGIAvR
:. C vv e .21• r•M17t I Iut•1715b,N
"L % %1 112• f•klTf(ltNlT)((EMIJ),ZER(J).GAMt(J),TOT(J1, POT (J)1.,ju1,M)
(.J '••' 1231 1b9 Cool C I l 4 )rl ` C I I15
C^ '•.'. 1:°• 191 C01.TI1.1iE	 -	 --
t-± :..tit• !1S• 1F111A6.E011)GOTL90
f	 - '• 1^ 12'+• Cut X0.01
131 1 '4CO CALLSIATE(PO,TO,V0)
;^75 131• CAL01LAT5(TO,vO.Cv0,CP0,GAMO)
C;:v7e IJi• fIC•WiLF ♦ 	 ETMAL(TG.VO)
a1 rC"77 133• FGF1 ►•C - hC-
CLIbr'G 1340 CALL115uh(FOF970.SAVE.CONV.100)	 _...-
t
^^ fit, 1 1351 1bF•S^vEII)
cr SC2 1360 G01L1•'CC.4LC,4C:..4C^,21C,I1(1)^1dR
	
_--__	 _—
C!. ti 137• 411 0, Ill (6.215)
C	 ',LS 1:11.0 7;5 FQFVAI(2 4 N	 ITSVII	 1. 11.1.	 NOT	 CVIERGE
QCSL6 13S'• 210 Cunt It•UE
G: S C • 7 14C• jai	 -
f'51L' 141• SU"FUI-WTO,VO)
G:S11 141• 55 • SLUh p ITC.V0,G A r0)	 ,....	 -	 ----	 ---- -
0:;512 143• NpchC r
OC°13 J4'•• GOIC17
Ct•" 5) v i*S• 3^3 CUt.I INUE (n
S 1460 STOP
1! 4; 147• EUG x







ov) 11A •CII:-C•/7 h -i1::.6 : 4 b lo.)
S1 . 4 9VTIt'.1 STAIt EIMY	 Pp1NT
	 GOC,167
S T vkA G L 4SF.U:	 CDUL(1) CCL2C7:	 DATA(C)	 000055:	 BLANK
	
COMMON121 00.7+33
E)TE gN AL / LFE k L)+GI.S lSLCCK,	 NAME!
j45 to[kR2S
-.-.-- ._—._....--•--_ __._. _.	 _.	 _.__
Q C..C,i, 1.!.•.iqJs
"d ;16FAGL Ato51G )• MENT (BLCCK,	 TYPE,	 RELATIVE	 LOCATIONt NAME)
G
L - UI LC:C:153	 IL CC00	 CCCO22	 1SF	 0001 000056 2L_—__.__ 0001- 000IS3.3L 0002	 OJJJ25 AJ
C;OT k	 G1G01 6 	 AK CC-02
	
R	 CCC-1 7 	ALPHA	 00J2 000010 ALh 0002 R 007000 A2	 0OU2	 K	 0,,.1:01 ;3
..G2 k	 (:CC:0 2	 1.4 UO2 k	 CCCG: 3 	A6	 -	 GC:J2 R	 000.3'1 A6 . 0002-R 00CJ015 BLIT	 - 0002	 11JJ32: oL^--
"t2 H	 ED :L	 05	 1•2 G[02 R	 CCL __ 6
 8 3	 G.'al R	 63'03 7 84 OC.J2
	
R OJUJ10 65	 O ^ U2	 R	 J .:3,;)i 36
,_J2 CGCCiT2	 CL'" C(•CC
	
R	 000016	 CJNV	 OC.2 R	 CPCOC12 C2	 ---- OuU2 R 0 .0001 3 C3	 UOU2	 HUJ-'J1^ C5
Cuj2 CfCu23 U-0 CCCC• 	 k	 CCCC1:	 EKT	 ClL7 R 000023 FPTV 0002 0JO032 HREF	 00OU	 13 .itoi1/ 194




PREF	 0002 R OOQC2 4 R	 — - --	 OUJO H 0JUO30 SAVE	 00U2
	
0 '30111 SQEF
r,JOG f?	 (lt...31 7	 TO CCC2	 OCLC26	 ThEF	 0000 R	 03001 1 T2 00G0 R OOGO1 2 T3	 OOGO
	
R	 OJJ•i13 T:





CC 103 2• COO'MUN	 A7.A3.A4, AS.A6,b2.53.34 ► bS,86.C29C39CS --
—
CCIC't J. C0MKCt7	 bLIT ,AK.AL P MA.AL 4 ,8L4 ► CL40OL4,R9AJ





------ •--------_	 .. _.._
C:IIU 7 . T2-A2•N2•T+C2•EKT
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TYaA.4 •h 4 • T J'
:0113 1'J• TS•A!,•PS•1•CS•EK1
'''	 i	 l	 14 lie T6•*6•9e•T
1
►°y
1IS 120 V•Nal/P.11LIT ^--N
^llt 130 SAvL(i)•1. r;
117 14.	 _ SAvI (2) •• G01	 -	 -
-------
^.12U IJ• CU'•v•.v(rCI
. 1 171 loo	 2 1U•5-ALIT
- -
	 ----°--'-- -_	 - ,yy
!?2 17• F'F•1V• 1-R•T/lU-T2/T0.•2-T3/TD••3- T4/TD••N•T5 /T0O•S-TA*EXPI ALPHAOVI S
-	 7.) 111• CALL.IISUR(FPTVtV95AVE,COt•VolU))3)
• l"• Ihh•',AvL(1) W
7^, • 461(•1: t )• 2921193)IIyR
. 7 • !t•	 3 Lo III•Ul 0,.
1. iL•	 iS Ft . Ft.T(lf^IS ► 	 '•	 Ch .vEkbL:CC	 ) C%
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	 m •ae m
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I I A	 :26:50 (C.)
SvlfRVUTIUL	 NEA T s Er/TRY	 P0116T	 CQ5233 -_	 -
5toPA4L
	
USLO:	 CODE(1)	 000255;	 DATA(C)	 0000 4 1;	 BLANK	 COMMON(2)	 OO0033
EAfE4 4 AL	 R LFE R I. N CLS (OLUCh•	 HAMEI.
	
- - --	 - — ---
•_..-.. _^ —_
^ +mod 	f:JC3 LxY ----..__ ....	 .._	
---
`+	 i:J314 htak3s
job	 4rJRAGt A^ S i4 N ► ' t l+ T bOiL*.	 T YN E.	 RELATIVE	 L O CA T I ON t 	 NAME)---.--
—	 - –___	 -	 --	 --
UOO2 H 09_02 5 	Ai CUOZ	 R UOC:Ia	 AK	 0002	 R 000017	 ALPHA _ 0002	 R	 000020 A L 4	 _-_	 07.2	 4	 000 .000	 A2_
y^
	
0102 H	 6A9J01	 1.3 L002	 H	 C,CCL 2	A4	 OGJ2	 R 000:0 3 	AS 0002
	 R	 OJOJU4 A6	 UOLA2	 R	 OUJOIS	 6L1T
W	 G,iGl R	 Cl•t.021	 L•L 4 LG02 h	 CLCL;5 82	 C^.^2 R 000,10 6 83 O;iOZ R	 00300 7 b14	 UU41	 4	 000010 fiS
O iO2 k O.tml l	 I,e COC2	 k	 C:CC22	 CL % 	 `3G	 R	 Ci. ,3U'7O	 Cv . TR OJU1 R J n UU1 2 C2	 JC„2	 A 033313 C3
Jfi •)1 of	 04.u31 4 	CS GC• 02 k 4JGG2 3 DO	 0 J R G"-:02 EK T 	----- 0:02	 OJ0032 HREF----	 wUvJ	 0343015	 INJIO S .-
.000 H CCUCG7	 PPT CCCO	 R	 G:':Cl:	 P P v	 :7:2	 01_CC21	 P,•EF OGi,2	 R	 CJUO24 R	 d•^. 	 2	 9yJ031	 SREF
(:JCU n 6000n 1 	TD CE02	 C^=626	 TREF	 v3:^0 R 0,1900 3 	T2 0460 R GO000 4 T3	 UCG3 V OU30JS TS





OC103 <• COt'01014	 A29A3•A9,ASOA6,E2.33.94,U5,T369C2,C3,CS
In14 30 COhloOt.	 OLIT,AKOALPHA•Ai.4$JL48C6.41DL4§H,AJ
0'10% 140 COICON	 TRLF,PREF•VkEF•SREFgHREF
6!`1CA S• CVSTk•AL14+yL4aT+CL4•T•02+OL9•T••3 	 -	 -.
CC 107 6• TD-V-LLIT
r..r_Iie 70 LKT•LAP(-AKaT)
0.1111 U• T2.t2•O2•T+C2•EtT r^V
.112 Y• T3•A3+83•T+C3•EKT ._	 _-.	 ...–
:.f 1 1 3 1:'• T5•LS+YS•T+Lb•ER1 j'
t' - ( !r 11• T6aFl tHA• lA6•B6.11'	 ----.	 .. _	 ..--- 	 --- --	 -	 -.-	 ^.^.. 'y'
•:'11^^ 12• CVaC	 TA-AJ • T *AK • AKOEKT •(C2/TD+C3/(2.0 • TD* •2)+CS/(4.0•TD••41) id
Iln 13• PYT•F/TO+I(,Z-AKaC7•EKT)/TJ•aZ+(d3-AK•C3•EKT)/TO••31D4 /TD•:' ► +(d5-AK ti
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